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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

IMCORP Celebrates 17 Years of Setting the
Standard for Power Cable Reliability
th

IMCORP announces its 17 anniversary. From University of Connecticut startup to industry
leader in power cable assessment, IMCORP’s unprecedented growth has set the standard in the
power cable reliability industry.
MANCHESTER, CT 8/29/2012: IMCORP, the global provider
SM
of the Factory Grade test for power cable systems, is
proudly celebrating 17 years of successful business.
Founded in 1995 as a startup out of the University of
Connecticut, IMCORP has developed into the leading
provider of power cable reliability services. Unmatched
diagnostic performance has fueled an unprecedented growth
rate even through the economic downturn. IMCORP has
expanded its reliability services to clients in 49 U.S. states
and 13 countries. Currently the leading provider of wind farm
collector system commissioning across North America,
IMCORP has successfully expanded from its renewable
energy roots into utility power cable life cycle management
and critical facility industries.
All IMCORP employees who were not working in the field
celebrated with the founder of the company. Dr. Matthew
Mashikian led the festivities by cutting the cake at IMCORP’s
home office in Manchester, CT. Dr. Mashikian expressed his
gratitude by saying, “When I started this company 17 years
ago, I had no idea what was to come. I am so grateful for all of those who’ve helped develop this
technology, that we’ve been able to hire dedicated and professional employees, and that our
clients have been open to new ideas in cable asset management. I know without all of them, our
growth would not have been possible.”
IMCORP looks forward to the upcoming year, with thousands more miles of cable to test.
Meeting an increasing client base will have IMCORP expanding into a second office space and
building several new Mobile Diagnostic Units. IMCORP’s impact on the local economy, global
ecology, and quality of life for all those who depend on power is a source of pride for its
employees.
About IMCORP:
IMCORP is the technology leader in underground power cable reliability. Our diagnostic technology locates
existing cable system defects and predicts future cable reliability. This performance-driven solution
provides the most effective and efficient means to determine the reliability of new or aged cable systems.
SM
IMCORP’s Factory Grade test, bringing the cable and accessory manufacturers quality standards to the
field, has enabled rapid growth across industries and around the world. From single phase 5kV to 3 phase
500kV, IMCORP is setting the standard in cable system reliability.
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